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I. INTRODUCTION 
A group G is called perfect if G is generated by its commutators 
x 0 y = X-*y~%y, where x and y are elements of G. This means that G coin- 
cides with its commutator subgroup G’, which is the intersection of all normal 
subgroups N of G such that G/N is abelian; see, e.g., Specht [24; p. 761. It is 
well known that direct products of perfect groups are perfect. The property of 
being a perfect group has been generalized as follows: Let c be a class of 
groups. Then a group G is called c-perfect if there is no epimorphic image 
H # 1 of G which is an c-group (cf. Specht [24, p. 76, Satz 10, and pp. 145, 
3321, Baer [l, p. 183; 2, p. 2881 or Hall [ll]; Hall denotes the class of e-perfect 
groups by c-“). If e is not too pathological, then the class of e-perfect groups 
satisfies various closure conditions; cf. Theorem 3.3. In particular, the direct 
product of e-perfect groups is in general e-perfect (Corollary 3.4). Conse- 
quently, one might ask whether the class of e-perfect groups is closed under 
Cartesian products. If we restrict ourselves to abelian groups, the class 
c = ‘& of all finite abelian groups provides such an example: the &-perfect 
groups are the divisible groups, and this class is closed under Cartesian pro- 
ducts (see Fuchs [5; p. 59, (d)]). Hence, it might be somewhat surprising that 
we get the following: 
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THEOREM. For a class e of groups which is closed under subgroups, and 
epimorphic images are equivalent : 
(1) Countable Cartesian powers of e-perfect groups are e-perfect; 
(2) e is either the class of all groups or it contains only the 1. 
This shows again that the closure under Cartesian products is a very 
restrictive requirement for many classes of groups (see also Hanna Neumann 
[16, p. 44, Theorem 21.721, Baer [2, p. 20.5, Satz 5.11, Giibel [6, p. 45, 
Hauptfolgerung 8.1 I], and [7, p. 123, Satz 4.121). Especially, a class of e-perfect 
groups can never be a proper variety. For the class e of finite groups, the 
theorem says that the property of having proper subgroups of only infinite 
index is not preserved under Cartesian products. We get another application 
for the class e of all abelian groups: Cartesian products of ordinary perfect 
groups are in general not perfect. 
In the proof, we construct for any proper class e which is closed under 
factors, explicitly an e-perfect group G such that no infinite Cartesian power 
of G is e-perfect. 
The authors are very grateful to Professor Reinhold Baer for drawing their 
attention to this problem. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
/ A 1 = cardinality of A. 
(...) = subgroup generated by ... . 
(x; x E m} = set of all elements x with the property n. 
B _C A = B is a subgroup of A, if A is a group. 
G 0 G = set of all commutators x 0 y = ~-~y-rxy with x, y E G. 
G’ = (G 0 G) = commutator subgroup of G. 
Factor = epimorphic image of a subgroup. 
e is a class of groups if e is not empty and if e contains with a group all its 
isomorphic copies. 
2 = trivial class of groups containing only the 1. 
U = universal class of all groups. 
A group is e-perfect iff N = G is the only normal subgroup N of G 
such that G/N is an e-group. 
Let 1111 = {Gi; i E J} be a set of groups. 
The Cartesian product %(‘92) = gGi is the set of all functions f on J such 
that f(i) E Gi for all i E J together with the multiplication defined by com- 
ponents: (f . g) (i) = f(i) * g(i) for all i E J. 
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Support off = Zf == {i;f(i) + 1, i E 31 for fE Si(W) 
Ji&NI) == JrZ,Gi = { f;f c Y@N), 1 Zf i < N) z- &Cartesian product 
(cf. Gijbel [6; p. 71). 
A,(!M) = D(W) = direct product of ‘331. 
If all groups of 911 are isomorphic, we call the Cartesian product a Cartesian 
power. A Cartesian product Ji(‘3n) is called a countable Cartesian product iff 
/ 911 ! >< Et, 
III. PROPERTIES OF THE CLASS f(e) OF ~-PERFECT GROUPS 
We first consider an arbitrary class c of groups which we will later specify 
by some additional closure requirements. Let I(c) be the corresponding class 
of all c-perfect groups, and we call G an c*-group if G = 1 or G is not 
c-perfect. Then E C t* holds, but generally equality is not to be expected, as 
for instance the class 9I of all abelian groups illustrates. The Lemma 3.1 shows 
that c can be replaced by c* in a certain sense: 
LEMMA 3.1. It is t(c) = f(e*) for all classes e of groups. 
Proof. Let G be a f(e)-group. Then any epimorphic image H # 1 of 
G in e* is not e-perfect, and therefore, H has an epimorphic image # 1 in e 
which would also be an epimorphic image of G. This shows that G is e*-per- 
feet, i.e., GE I(c*). If otherwise G is a f(e*)-group, then trivially G is a 
I(e)-group because c _C e*. 
Before we prove some closure properties of f(e), we derive the rather 
trivial but nevertheless very useful 
LEMIMA 3.2. If c is closed under r-subgroups *, then the following conditions 
of a group G aye equiaalent: 
(1) G is a f(e)-group. 
(2) If N is a normal subgroup of G and di#erent from G, then there is a 
r-subgroup ,4 E f(e) of G such that N n A # A. 
(3) If N is a normal subgroup of G and dzyeerent from. G, then there is a 
r-subgroup A 1 N of G such that A/N is a f(c)-group. 
Remark. * Compare Gobel [7, pp. 115, 1161, in particular, and for our 
present purpose “T-subgroup” may be replaced by subgroup, accessible 
subgroup, (cf. Baer [3, p. 46]), subnormal subgroup, or normal subgroup. 
Proof. If G is a I(e)-group, we put A = G and (2) holds. If (2) is satisfied 
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for a group G, let N be a normal subgroup of G which is different from G. 
Because of (2), the group G/N contains a r-subgroup 
1 # (N . A)/N E A/(N n A) 
which is a f(e)-group since it is an epimorphic image of the f(e)-group A and, 
therefore, not an e-group, Hence, G/N can never be an e-group because e is a 
T-subgroup closed class of groups. It now follows that G is a f(e)-group by the 
definition of e-perfectness. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is obvious. 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) The class f(e) is closed under epimorphic images for 
arbitrary classes e. 
(b) If e is closed under r-subgroups, then t(e) is closed under unions of 
ascending chains of r-subgroups. 
(c) If e is closed under normal subgroups, then f(e) is radica1.l Furthermore, 
r(e) is closed under extensions. 
(d) If e is closed under subgroups, then r(e) is closed under free products 
of arbitrary sets of f(e)-groups.2 
Remarks. If ‘& is the class of all infinite abelian and arbitrary non-abelian 
groups, then f(‘$&) is the class of all finite abelian groups which is certainly 
neither closed under ascending chains [T-subgroups = subgroups] nor under 
free products. Therefore, the assumptions of (b) and (d) are necessary. The 
class 9 of all groups isomorphic to Z(p) @ Z(p) for a prime p # 1 shows that 
our assumption of (c) is necessary. In this case f(D) contains Z(p) but not 
Z(P) 0 Z(P)* 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (a) is a consequence of Lemma 3.1: If a f(e)-group 
G has an epimorphic image which does not belong to f(e), then, by definition 
of e*, the group G does not belong to f(e*). Applying Lemma 3.1, it follows 
G $ r(e) which contradicts our assumption. 
(b) If 0 is an ascending chain of T-subgroups of G, then its set theoretical 
union U = u 0 is again a subgroup of G. If N is a normal subgroup of U 
and different from U, there is at least one T E 6 such that N A T # T and T 
is a T-subgroup of G and, therefore, a T-subgroup of U also. Applying Lemma 
3.2, then (b) follows. 
(c) Let “T-subgroup” be “normal subgroup” and let G be the extension 
of the f(e)-group X by the f(e)-group Y, i.e., G/Y = X. If N is a normal 
1 That is, radical in the sense of Baer [4, p. 291, Theorem 3.11 and Plotkin [19, p. 91, 
i.e., products of e-perfect normal subgroups are e-perfect; cf. Roseblade [23, p. 133, 
Corollaries 1 and 21. 
a For details about free products, see, in particular, Magnus et al. [15, Chap. 41. 
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subgroup of G, then either N n I- == I; or LV n 1- -g: k-. In the first case, 
G = A satisfies (3) of Lemma 3.2, and in the second case E’ .3 is the 
required subgroup for the application of Lemma 3.2. C‘onsequently, G is a 
f(c)-group by Lemma 3.2. 
Let G ==- K :11 be the product of two normal subgroups XI and 41 in f(c). 
Because of (a), it follows that G/M = (K nl)!~lZ~ K/(K n M) belongs 
to f(c), and therefore, G is an extension of a f(c)-group by a f(c)-group and as 
shown above is itself a l(c)-group. 
Let 9X be a nonempty set of f(c)-normal subgroups (of a group) and let 
P(Z) be the product of all normal subgroups of a subset L -,J $‘l of 911. The set 
9 of all normal subgroups of the form P(2) is ordered bv inclusion. Kow 
X n f(e) i; 0 because J F’((Aj) is a E(e)-group for every ;i E W. Applying 
(b) and Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal element P(‘Iu) in W n f(c). It‘ 
P(‘3.3) -+P(tN) there is an d E !N ‘1 !&I such that I’(‘IB) C P(W, A) P(w) . A3, 
which belongs to X n f(c) as shown abov-e. This contradiction shows that 
P(W) = P(W), i.e., P(!lJ) is a f(c)-group. 
(d) Let A3 and B be two I(c)-groups and C m=~ z-1r B their free product. 
If fV is a proper normal subgroup of C, then :1: cannot contain both d4 and B. 
Therefore assume that rl g X and consequently A-1 n N /= -4. By Lemma 3.2 
it follows that C is a f(c)-group. 1 lsing the same well-known maximalit! 
argument as in (c), one generalizes this result to free products of arbitrary 
sets of f(c)-groups. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (a) Ij. c is closed under normal subgroups, then direct 
products of arbitrary sets of f(e)-groups are f(c)-groups. 
(b) If c is closed under normal subgroups, then wreath products of f(c)- 
groups are f(c)-groups. 
(c) If c is closed under subgroups, then f(e) is &closed in the sense of Hall, 
i.e., G belongs to r(c) iI G has an ascending normal series with E(e)-factors. 
(cl) If c is closed under subgroups, then ascending wreath products oft(c)- 
groups are f(c)-groups. 
Proof. (a) This follows directly from ‘l’heorem 3.3(c). 
(b) If ,q and B arc f(e)-groups, then the wreath product --1 x B is a 
splitting extension of a direct power of i B , copies of d by B. Therefore, 
=1 c\) B belongs to f(c) because of Theorem 3.3(c) together with Corollary 
3.4(a). For the properties of the wreath products, cf. [9; 17, pp. 466501. 
(c) This follows by transfinite induction using Theorem 3.3(b) and (c). 
(d) This follows immediately from the construction of the ascending 
wreath product (cf. [lo, p. 539; 9, pp. 17551791) and by application of 
Corollary 3.4(c). 
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We now define in the usual way the f(e)-radical f,G of a group G as the 
product of all f(e)-normal subgroups of G. According to Theorem 3.3(c), 
and assuming that subgroups of e-groups are e-groups, the radical is the 
maximal normal subgroup which belongs to I(e). Therefore, the l(e)-radical 
I,G is the intersection of all normal subgroups X of G such that G/X is a 
hypo-e-group [6, p. 14, Satz 4.31. Hence, f,(G/f,G) = 1. Another character- 
istic subgroup of a group G is the intersection eG of all normal subgroups of G 
such that G/X is an e-group [2, p. 1831. It is always true that f,G L eG, but 
generally f,G f eG. Furthermore, G is a f(e)-group iff eG = G and iff 
f,G = G. Therefore, characteristic simple groups are either e-groups or 
f(e)-groups. 
Iv. CARTESIAN CLOSED CLASSES OF C-PERFECT GROUPS 
From now on we assume that e is closed under subgroups and is different 
from the universal class U of all groups. In order to prove our main theorem, 
we need some auxiliary concepts. 
We call an element 20(x1 ,..., x,) of a free group a medial word if there are 
two groups G $: 1 and H such that the relation w = 1 holds in G but not 
in N. (This is equivalent to the definition given in [20, p. 5731.) Let the w-ele- 
ments of a group G be the elements of the form w(gr ,..., gn) where g, ,..., g, 
are from G. The w-elements generate the word-subgroup wG. Analogous to 
[l l] we call a group G w-parabolic if for each positive integer n there is an 
element in wG which is not the product of n or less w-elements of G. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a class 6 of groups such that 
(I) Each infinite simple group E is contained in a C-group G(E). 
(II) For e-pafect groups E the group G(E) is also e-perfect. 
(III) Each K-group G is w-parabolic for all medial words w. 
All the K-groups are very extreme infinite analoga to the example con- 
structed in [13, p. 258, Beispiel 1.121. 
In order to prove our main theorem and also as an interesting question 
itself, it seems to be very natural to ask whether it is possible to replace (I) and 
(II) in Lemma 4.1 by 
(I*) Each [infinite simple] group is contained in a (characteristic) sim- 
ple K-group. 
To prove (I*) and (III) might be not trivial. At least, if one uses Hall’s [9] 
class of characteristic simple groups or his [lo] class of simple groups, it 
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seems to be difficult to prove (III). For example (III) is not true (in the 
strongest sense) if one wishes to apply Baer’s [I] simple groups, as shown by 
Ito [14] and Ore [18]. In the same way, (III) does not hold if one uses the 
simple groups, constructed by Higman et al. [ 121, as shown in the same paper. 
One can modify the construction given there such that (III) seems to be true. 
But again it should be difficult to prove it! 
Proof We define O- to be the class of all free products G(k) ~7 PJ c I:’ 
for each infinite simple group E. Thus 0 satisfies (I). 
By Theorem 3.3(d), (II) holds also. 
For commutator words w, condition (III) is shown by Griffith [8, Theorem 
1. I, p. 1781; for noncommutator words see the main result of Rhemtulla [20. 
p. 5731. In both cases the following method is used. For a medial word u! 
one constructs a function 6,. from E Y E into the integers such that a,, is 
bounded on the set of products of r or less w-elements for each positive 
integer Y but is unbounded on E * E. Rhemtulla’s necessary and sufficient 
assumption that E * E is not the infinite dihedral group and E 7; 1 is satisfied 
in our case. 
LEMMA 4.2. The intersection Cr n f(e) is not empty for each class 0. satis- 
fying (I)-(III) of Lemma 4.1. 
Proof. Each group is a subgroup of an infinite simple group (see, e.g., 
Gijbel [6, p. 23, Lemma 5.21). Because 0 is closed under subgroups and not 
the universal class 11, there is an infinite simple group E which is not in c 
and is, therefore, c-perfect. Applying (II) of Lemma 4.1 it follows that 
K n f(c) + 4% 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let G be in 0. and K = .S$G,) a countable Cartesian 
power of G and let be A = K/K’. Then A/At’ f I for each natural number 
?I > 1. 
Proof. First, it will be shown that A f I, i.e., K f K’. An element a of K 
is in K’ if and only if there is a natural number m such that u(n) is a product 
of at most m commutators in G for all integers 71 E N. Let w(.z., y) be the com- 
mutator word (X 0 y); then w is medial (because, for example, w =-: 1 holds 
in every abelian group but not in a free group). By Lemma 4.1 the word w 
is parabolic in G and, therefore, for every positive integer n there is an element 
g, in G which is not the product of n or less commutators. 
Consequently, the element g E K such that g(n) -= gn for all n E N cannot 
be in K’, i.e., A # 1. 
A similar but refined argument shows that A/A” + 1 for each 1 f n E AT. 
Let ZU~,,,,~(Z, x1 ‘.. s,,, , y1 ... y7,,) be the word nl’ . ny:, (xi 0 yJ. Again w~,~& 
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is medial for all 71, m EN, which is shown by the same example as above. 
Hence, G is w=,,-p arabolic for all n, m E N by Lemma 4.1. In particular, 
there is for all n, m E N an element h,,, E G which is not a w,.,-element of G. 
We define h, E K by h,(m) = hn,m for all m EN. 
The equation xn = Jr, mod K’ has no solution! Otherwise there would be 
an r E N such that 
hn = an . n (ci.n 0 4,) 
i=l 
for some a, clsn , di,n E K. 
It would then be 
h n.m = h,(m) = a+(m) . fi ci,,(m) Q L(m) 
*=l 
with u(m), c,,,(m), d&m) elements of G. This contradicts the construction 
of kwn if m > r. Therefore, A” # A for all 1 # n EN and Proposition 4.3 is 
shown. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let K be a cardinal number. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) Cartes&products of subsets s%JI of r(e) with 1 9Ju1  < N are f(e)-groups. 
(2) Cartesian powers of Et or less copies of a f(e)-group are f(e)-groups. 
Proof. (2) is a trivial consequence of (1). Therefore, let 9JI # 0 be a set of 
f(e)-groups of cardinality < N. The direct product G = ID(9.R) belongs to r(e) 
by Corollary 3.4(a). Let K = !$G be the Cartesian power of / ‘%R [ copies 
of G. Then K belongs to I(e) by (2). N ow the projection rr defined for each 
component of the Cartesian power by rrG(X) = X for all X E !lR is an epimor- 
phism of K onto the Cartesian product of M. Hence (1) follows. 
Using only the existence of a nontrivial abelian f(e)-group we get: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If countable Cartesian powers of e-perfect groups are 
e-perfect, then all abelian divisible groups are e-perfect. 
Remark. That we are able to prove with a weak form of Proposition 4.3 
still our Proposition 4.5 depends strongly on the “strange behavior” of the 
Priifer-groups which are very resistent against epimorphisms. This fact can 
be realized quite often in group theory, see, e.g., Tschernikow [25, p. 15-201 
or Robinson [21, p. 36, Lemma 2.2; 22, p. 4991, or, in particular, Roseblade 
[23, p. 136, Lemma 31. The stronger form of Proposition 4.3 is used in fact 
to get simple abelian groups into our class f(e). 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 we know that there exists a 
nontrivial abelian f(c)-group il. By Baer (cf. Fuchs [5, p. 62, 63, Theorems 
18.1 and 18.21) -4 can be decomposed into the direct product of its maximal 
divisible subgroup D and a reduced subgroup R. If D == 1, then R f 1 and 
there is a positive integer n such that R” # R. By Baer and Priifer (cf. Fuchs 
[5, p. 44, Theorem 1 1.2]), the group R/R’” contains a nontrivial cyclic group 
Z(p) for a prime pjn as a direct factor. Therefore, Z(p) is an epimorphic image 
of d and Z(p) is a t(e)-group by Theorem 3.3(a). Because of Theorem 3.3(c), 
all cyclic p-groups are f(c)-groups. By definition Z(p”) is a tower of cyclic 
p-groups (see, e.g., Fuchs [5, p. 231). Applying Theorem 3.3(b), the group 
Z(pa) belongs to f(e). In the case D ;i; 1 by Fuchs [5, p. 64, Theorem 19.11, 
D is a direct product of quasicyclic and full rational groups. Therefore, 
there always exists a quasicyclic group H f 1 which belongs to f(c). 
Let K = ZH be a countable Cartesian power of H. Then K belongs to f(e) by 
assumption and to the class of divisible groups by Fuchs [5, p. 59, (d)]. The 
group K contains an element k with components k(n) = k, E Hand o(hJ = p”. 
Therefore, o(k) = 0, and again by Fuchs [5, p. 64, Theorem 19.11 K contains 
the full rational group Q as a direct factor. Therefore, 0 and all quasicyclic 
groups (as epimorphic images of Q) are f(c)-groups. By the same Theorem 
and Corollary 3.4(a), all divisible abelian groups are E(e)-groups. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If f(e) is closed under countable Cartesian powers, then E(c) 
contains all torsion groups. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 there is a group G in f(e) n K. Let .d be the 
f(c)-group constructed in Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3. Each -4/A” + 1 
is a bounded f(e)-group and can be represented again as a direct product of 
cyclic groups. Taking for n a prime number p, we see that d/i2” has Z(p) as a 
direct factor. Hence, cyclic groups of order p for all prime numbers p are 
f(e)-groups. Now we take an arbitrary torsion group B. Then every nontrivial 
epimorphic image of B has a subgroup isomorphic to a cyclic group of 
some prime order p f 1 and, therefore, B is not e-perfect by application of 
Lemma 3.2. 
The following corollaries partly generalize the Proposition 4.5. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If f(c) is closed under Cartesian powers, then f(e) contains 
all algebraically compact groups. 
Proof. By Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 the class f(e) contains the divisible 
groups and all (abelian) torsion groups. Application of the structure-theorem 
for algebraically compact groups [5, p. 85, Theorem 26.31 of Theorem 3.3(a) 
and Lemma 4.4 proves the corollary. 
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COROLLARY 4.8. If I(e) is closed under countable Cartesian powers, then 
every algebraically compact group contains a nontrivial I(e)-subgroup. 
Proof. Corollary 4.8 is a consequence of [.5, pp. 86,871 and Proposition 4.6. 
Now we summarize the results in the following 
MAIN THEOREM 4.9. Let e # 2 be a class of groups such that e is closed 
under subgroups and the class f(e) of e-perfect groups is closed under countable 
Cartesian powers. Then the following properties of e are equivalent : 
(1) e is the universal class U of all groups. 
(2) c contains at least one nontrivial torsion group. 
(3) e contains at least one algebraically compact group A # 1. 
(4) e is a local class. 
(5) Epimorphic images of cyclic e-groups are e-groups. 
Proof. Apply the Propositions 4.5,4.6 and Corollary 4.8 and the following 
remark: If e is a local class (i.e., a group is an e-group iff all its finitely gener- 
ated subgroups are e-groups) which contains an infinite cyclic group, then 
the full rational group is an e-group. 
Remark. The class e = 3 of all nonabelian groups is an example of a 
class of groups which is not closed under subgroups. But f(a) is the variety 
of all abelian groups and therefore in particular closed under Cartesian 
products showing that our additional assumption in Theorem 4.9 is necessary. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let e be a class of groups which is closed under factors 
and is dagerent both from 5 and U. Then the class of e-perfect groups is closed 
under N-Cartesian products if and only if N = X, . 
This follows by application of Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 3.3. 
We now come to the question whether it is possible to drop in Corollary 
4.10 (and in the theorem formulated in the introduction) the assumption 
that the class e is closed under epimorphic images. The negative answer is 
given by the following Proposition 4.11, which says that the class e of all 
free abelian groups is a counter example. [The corresponding class f(e) is the 
only class of e-perfect groups which is different from U and Z and closed 
under (countable) Cartesian products!] 
PROPOSITION 4.11. If %JI is a countable set of groups with no infinite cyclic 
epimorphic images, its Cartesian product a(%%) h as no infinite cyclic epimorphic 
images. 
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Proof. If ‘m is finite, W(9.R) is a direct product and the Proposition follows 
by Corollary 3.4(a). If 9X is infinite, we label the groups of 1)31 with the positive 
integers: 9.V = {G,; 71 E Nj and assume that R(9X) has the infinite cyclic 
epimorphic image Z-C (= integers). Let 7 be the canonical epimorphism of 
.S((JJI) onto Z+. There is an element x E R(,JJ1) such that X’J = 1 E Z+. Now we 
put s, -= Cz=, V! and we define y E A(‘%) by components: 
y(n) = X(rp for all n E N. 
In addition we define the elements u,, E 51(W) by components: 
with 
r(n, m) = i v!/?n! for n > m. 
“-i,,l 
Because 7 vanishes on the set D of all elements of JI(!IX) with finite support 
[D z D(YX)] by Corollary 3.4(a), the following equation holds: 
y’1 - s, = [y . (xs”)-l]n = [u$]” = n! . unn E n!Z+. 
This is a contradiction because the sequence (sn , n E N) would have the 
limit y” in the Z-adic topology of Z. 
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